VIRTUS, IC Design Centre of Excellence is accessible from the PIE via Nanyang Drive or from Jalan Bahar via Nanyang Avenue. Car parks in the vicinity are Carpark Q accessible via Nanyang Drive and Carpark B accessible via Nanyang Avenue.

If you are taking public transport Bus 179, please alight at the bus stop of "B15 Innovation Centre (2725A)".

**Directions to VIRTUS from Airport**

The most convenient way of getting to NTU from Changi Airport is by taxi. The taxi stand at Changi Airport is located just outside the Arrival hall on Level 1 in Terminal 1, and located at the end of the Arrival Hall on Level 1 in Terminal 2 (South Wing). All taxis are metered.

The journey takes about 40 minutes in smooth traffic and costs between S$35 to S$45. Surcharges apply during peak periods and after midnight. For details of standard taxi rates, surcharges, booking fees, etc., please click here.

Inform the driver that your destination is Nanyang Technological University (NTU) via Pan Island Expressway (PIE) and exit the expressway at EXIT 38 (Pioneer Road North). Once the taxi arrives at NTU entrance, turn left and go straight along Nanyang Drive. After passing by Chinese Heritage Centre on the right, turn right up a gentle slope, look out for Carpark Q and alight at block S3.2.